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In this study, we proposed a new promising idea of utilizing moving window principal component analysis

(MWPCA) as a sensitive diagnostic tool to detect the presence of peak position shift. In this approach, the

moving window is constructed from a small data segment along the wavenumber axis. For each window bound

by a narrow wavenumber region, separate PCA analysis was applied. Simulated spectra with complex spectral

feature variations were analyzed to explore the possibility of MWPCA technique. This MWPCA-based

detection of the peak shift, potentially coupled with 2D correlation analysis to provide additional verification,

may offer an attractive solution.
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Introduction

A peak positional fluctuation of spectral changes has

bothered in spectral analysis for a few decades. It is very

difficult to detect the peak shift especially when peaks are

overlapped with other contributions. Thus, the detection of

position-shifting band is of importance not only in two-

dimensional (2D) correlation analysis1-6 but also for many

other general applications, such as multivariate calibration7-10

problems. The positional fluctuation of spectral feature is

fundamentally nonlinear, not obeying the linear Beer-

Lambert law. This will force the calibration model to

incorporate a relatively large number of factors, leading to

the unstable over-fitting situation. If one can identify the

region of peak position shift prior to calibration model

building, such over-fitting can be avoided by masking the

contribution of the shifting peak to the model. Methods for

detection of peak position shift have been reported,11-17 but

no method solves the problem completely. 

We have recently investigated what really means by so-

called positional or frequency fluctuation of spectral features

by simple application of principal component analysis (PCA)

to spectral data.18 It was found that the spectral dataset

containing a real band frequency shift requires substantially

more principal components (PCs) than normal PCA situations

to adequately capture the detailed intensity variations arising

from the nonlinear effect. This is because the shifting peak

cannot be described as a simple linear combination of other

peaks located at different frequencies. In contrast, an ap-

parent positional shift of the peak maximum due to the

relative intensity changes of overlapped bands requires only

a few significant PCs. We have also demonstrated the

potential and pitfalls of using various waterfall plots in the

detection of the band positional shifts.19 2D correlation

spectra clearly show the very characteristic cluster pattern

for both band positional shifts and two overlapped bands.

However, the cross peak clusters generated by the peak

position shift effect can be sometimes confusing and easily

misinterpreted, if the shifting peak is overlapped with inten-

sity changes. A simple visual pattern recognition method,

such as the detection of so-called clover and butterfly

patterns may not work too well for highly overlapped peaks.

In this study, we propose an idea of utilizing moving

window principal component analysis (MWPCA) as a sensi-

tive diagnostic tool to detect the presence of peak shift. In

MWPCA, the moving window should be constructed from a

small data segment not along the usual perturbation or

sample axis but along the wavenumber axis. For each

window bound by a narrow wavenumber region, one should

apply separate PCA analysis. Depending on the position of

the window, the number of principal components (PCs)

required to adequately describe the spectral intensity changes

(i.e., the effective rank of the window) will vary dramati-

cally. This feature can be easily visualized by constructing

the Scree plot (log eigenvalue vs number of PC) for indivi-

dual windows moving along the wavenumber axis. One may

arbitrarily set the threshold for the nominal rank of the

window to be the number of eigenvalues which are greater

than or equal to some fraction of the first eigenvalue. Once

the rank of each window is established, one can plot the

number of eigenvalues vs the position of the window on the

wavenumber axis. This operation is very similar to evolving

factor analysis (EFA),20-22 except that the wavenumber axis

is scanned instead of the perturbation axis. A distinct increase

in the effective rank indicates a region of the possible peak

shift. 

Data Simulation and Processing. The set of spectra used

in this study were synthetic spectra. The spectra consist of
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four Lorentzian peaks located at 1140, 1119, 1100, and 1077

cm−1, respectively, with gradual increase or decrease with

different rates in each step. There are a total of ten such

steps. A band at 1077 cm−1 has a shoulder band at 1080 cm−1

simultaneously shifting in position and decreasing in inten-

sity. A band at 1119 cm−1 is two overlapped bands changing

in intensity in opposite directions. The choice of the

wavenumber axis is quite arbitrary, and thus, it can be settled

for any other spectral variable. The data treatment was

performed by use of MATLAB software (The MathWorks

Inc.). 

2D correlation spectra were calculated using the algorithm

based on the numerical method developed by Noda.6 2D

calculations were done in MATLAB. PCA analysis was

performed by PLS_Toolbox Ver. 4.2 (Eigenvector research,

Inc.) for MATLAB. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 shows the simulated spectra to show the effect of

intensity and positional fluctuation of spectral bands. The

intensity changes of bands are indicated by arrows. The

enlarged spectra of 1117-1120 and 1070-1084 cm−1 region

represent, respectively, the spectral changes of two bands at

1119 and 1077 cm−1. A shoulder band at 1080 cm−1 is

gradually shifted along the spectral axis in the direction of

the arrow with simultaneous intensity decrease. A band at

1119 cm−1 represents the intensity changes of two highly

overlapped bands with fixed band position and relative line

shape. One band at 1119.3 cm−1 decreases in the intensity,

while the other band at 1119 cm−1 increases, as indicated by

the two arrows. 

The synchronous and asynchronous 2D correlation spectra

from the simulated spectra in Figure 1 are displayed in

Figure 2. The synchronous 2D correlation spectrum in 1073-

1083 cm−1 region (Figure 2(a)) shows the four-leaf-clover

cluster pattern, comprising two auto peaks and two negative

cross peaks. The center of the cluster is located near the

spectral coordinate corresponding to the peak maximum

position of the average spectrum. The corresponding asyn-

chronous 2D correlation spectrum (Figure 2(b)) shows the

very characteristic cluster pattern for the case for band

position shift, which is well known as the butterfly pattern.

The synchronous 2D correlation spectrum in 1117-1121 cm−1

region where two highly overlapped but separate bands

change their intensities, one increasing and the other de-

creasing (Figure 2(c)) shows the four-leaf-clover cluster

pattern, comprising two auto peaks and two negative cross

Figure 1. The simulated spectra having four Lorentzian peaks located at 1140, 1119, 1100, and 1077 cm−1, respectively, with gradual
increase or decrease with four different rates in each step. There are total of 10 such steps. The intensity changes of bands are indicated by
arrows. The enlarged spectra of 1117-1121 and 1070-1084 cm−1 region represent, respectively, the spectral changes of two bands at 1119 and
1077 cm−1.
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peaks. The corresponding asynchronous 2D correlation

spectrum (Figure 2(d)) shows two well-resolved cross peaks

without any further complicating features, which is the very

characteristic cluster pattern for the case for two highly

overlapped bands. 

The plot of loading vectors of PCs for the entire simulated

spectra in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3. PCA factor 1

(PC1), factor 2 (PC2), and factor 3 (PC3), respectively,

account for 99.76%, 0.23%, and 0.001% of the total variance

of spectral intensities. It means that the spectral intensity

variations analyzed over the entire spectral range from 1060

to 1160 cm−1 are dominated by the PC1. This is expected as

the structure of the simulated spectra is a relatively simple

monotonic change. This result also shows that the “global”

PCA encompassing the entire spectral range is usually not

sensitive enough to detect any meaningful signs of the iso-

lated peak position shift. 

To detect a position-shifting band, we performed MWPCA.

The moving window was constructed from a small data

segment (10 cm−1) along the wavenumber axis. For each

Figure 2. The synchronous and asynchronous 2D correlation spectra from the simulated spectra in Figure 1 for the 1073-1083 (a, b) and
1117-1121 cm−1 (c, d) region. The solid and dashed lines represent positive and negative cross peaks, respectively. 

Figure 3. The plots loading vectors of PCs for the simulated
spectra in Figure 1. Solid, dashed, dotted lines represent PC1, PC2,
PC3, respectively. 
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window bound by a narrow wavenumber region, we applied

separate PCA analysis. Figure 4 shows the plots of loading

vectors of PCs for four bands regions. For the two bands at

1110 and 1140 cm−1 shown in Figure 4(b) and (d), respec-

tively, within the spectral window between 1095 and 1105

cm−1 and between 1135 and 1145 cm−1, it was found only one

PC is required to model the entire spectral intensity change.

For the band at 1119 cm−1 shown in Figure 4(c), the region

between 1115 and 1125 cm−1, on the other hand, two signi-

ficant PCs are required. Therefore, the most of the spectral

regions, the total number of required PCs (i.e., the rank of

the windowed segment of the dataset) is very small, one or

two. In contrast, the region around 1080 cm−1 shown in

Figure 4(a) required more PCs to adequately capture the

intensity variations. It means that the shifting peak cannot be

described as a simple linear combination of a small number

of peaks. Loadings in this region look like the derivatives of

higher and higher order, and the magnitude of the eigen-

values determined by PCA does not rapidly diminish. 

Figure 5 shows the plot of the number of significant PCs

(i.e., the matrix “rank” of each window) vs the position of

the window on the wavenumber axis. The spectral region

between 1114 and 1124 cm−1 has the rank value of 2, while

most other areas are 1. The region between 1070 and 1084

cm−1 has much higher rank value of at least 3 or greater. It

confirms again that most of the spectral region requires only

one PC, while some other region, e.g., between 1114 and

1124 cm−1, requires at least two PCs. The region of peak

shift between 1070 and 1084 cm−1 requires even more PCs.

As shown in Figure 4, the loadings for higher PCs change

smoothly, indicating that they are probably not noise but real

signals. The corresponding eigenvalues for higher PCs is

substantially smaller, but the information content is real.

Thus, the magnitude of eigenvalue alone may not be a good

enough criterion to determine the rank. 

Figure 4. The plots of loading vectors of PCs for four bands regions. Solid, dashed, dotted lines represent PC1, PC2, PC3, respectively. 

Figure 5. The plot of the number of significant PCs (i.e., the matrix
“rank” of each window) vs the position of the window on the
wavenumber axis for MWPCA constructed from a small data
segment (10 cm−1). 
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To better understand the detection of peak position shift,

we performed MWPCA constructed from a small data

segment. In this analysis, we moved the position of windows

with a finer increment (5 cm−1). The MWPCA constructed

from a data segment with some overlap of spectral regions

with another window (3 cm−1) was also performed. The plots

of window rank vs wavenumber for this MWPCA analysis

constructed from a small data segment (5 cm−1) and a data

segment with some overlap of spectral regions with another

window (3 cm−1) are shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), respec-

tively. It shows in the more detailed plot of the window rank

vs wavenumber, which should detect the effect of the highly

nonlinear peak-shifting region, where the simple linear

Beer-Lambert law is invalid. The technique seems like a

good diagnostic to detect the presence of peak shift. 

However, windows, 1083-1098, 1103-1113, 1123-1133,

and 1150-1160 cm−1, for Figure 6(a) and 1083-1098, 1102-

1112, 1123-1133, 1144-1160 cm−1 for Figure 6(b) have

shown a long tail of relatively high eigenvalue extending to

PC9. For both non-overlapped and overlapped moving

window analysis, the first window is for the peak shift

region, while the others are for the almost no signal regions

with noise being the dominant contributor to the apparent

high rank. It is very clear that the size of eigenvalues alone

cannot be used as reliable criterion to determine the number

of significant PCs. Essentially most of the higher PCs are

noise. If the size of the first engenvalue is very small, which

is the case when no peak is located within the window, the

relative sizes of higher eigenvalues corresponding to noise

will be inflated. Therefore, we have to use the pattern of

eigenvectors as well to see when they are dominated by

noise. 

It is often possible to visually examine the loading plot to

see whether the information content is real or not. The PC2

in the region between 1095 and 1105 is a good example.

However, it will be better if we can avoid the subjective

determination of noisy loading by visual inspection. There is

a convenient mathematical index called Durbin-Watson

statistic, which can detect randomly fluctuation noise from

smooth signals.23-25 For a set of numbers in a series, such as

Figure 6. The plot of window rank vs wavenumber for MWPCA
constructed from (a) a small data segment (5 cm−1) and (b) a data
segment with some overlap of spectral regions with another
window (3 cm−1).

Table 1. The Durbin-Watson statistic values d calculated with loading vectors for the simulated spectra

Window

(cm−1)

Durbin-Watson statistic values d

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9

1060-1070 0.0001 1.9502 2.0108

1067-1077 0.0003 1.8811 1.9923

1074-1084 0.0059 0.0099 0.0159 0.3115 2.0057 1.8290 2.1122 1.9892 2.2087

1081-1091 0.0032 0.0315 0.0650 1.4462 2.1975 2.0058 1.8708 1.9625 1.9893

1088-1098 0.0007 0.3719 2.0130

1095-1105 0.0030 0.4026 2.1810

1102-1112 0.0008 0.0835 1.8866

1109-1119 0.0050 0.1315 1.9404

1116-1126 0.0156 0.0024 1.9635

1123-1133 0.0003 0.0152 1.8356

1130-1140 0.0007 0.3882 2.0264

1137-1147 0.0007 1.4097 1.7873

1144-1154 0.0002 2.0375 2.0005

1151-1160 0.0013 2.0149 1.5779
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a loading vector v = (v1, v2, …, vn), the Durbin-Watson

statistic d is defined as:  d = Σ (vi – vi-1)
2/Σvi

2. The value of d

becomes above some critical value (typically set to about 1.5

or less) if the two adjacent values are not correlated. For

purely random noise, d = 2. Thus, one can use the Durbin-

Watson statistic to see which loadings are really significant

(i.e., low d) and when the remaining loading becomes noise

(high d). Thus, we can achieve the determination of the rank

in a quantitative manner.

We have performed the Durbin-Watson statistic analysis

for the simulated spectra to detect the real eigenvectors.

Table 1 lists the Durbin-Watson statistic values d calculated

with loading vectors (or scores) for the simulated spectra.

The Durbin-Watson statistic d values show that only the

spectral regions 1074-1084 and 1081-1091 cm−1 have signi-

ficant PC3. PC3 for the rest of the spectral regions are all

noise, so they have only one or two significant PCs. The

number of significant PCs in the two windows, 1074-1084

and 1081-1091 cm−1, have higher PCs, even though the

magnitudes of higher eigenvalues are very small. It is obvi-

ous that the maximum number of PCS for this simulation

was about 4, located right at the position of the shifting peak.

The latter has relatively lower Durbin-Watson statistic d

values compared to the rest (even 1080-1090 cm−1) for

higher PCs. For the windows which have shown a long tail

of relatively high eigenvalue extending to PC9, the Durbin-

Watson statistic d values clearly show that the window for

the peak shift region has relatively lower Durbin-Watson

statistic d values for higher PCs than the windows for no

signal regions with noise being the dominant contributor to

the apparent high rank. The plot of significant PCs deter-

mined by Durbin-Watson statistic d values vs wavenumber

is shown in Figure 7. It looks like a spectrum with flat

baseline fluctuating with values of one or two for the entire

spectral range, with the exception of sharp spike, around the

small region near 1074-1091 cm−1. Thus we can determine if

eigenvictors are real or noise-dominated. It clearly shows

that Durbin-Watson statistic can reject the inflated rank of

small windows where no peak exists. 

Conclusion

We introduced a new and potentially important idea of

applying MWPCA technique as a sensitive diagnostic tool to

detect the presence of peak position shift. Our results show

that the promising potential of detecting of peak position

shift by MWPCA analysis. The plot of the number of signi-

ficant PCs (i.e., the effective matrix “rank” of each window)

vs the position of the window on the wavenumber axis

shows that the spectral region between 1114 and 1124 cm−1

where two highly overlapped but separate bands change

their intensities, one increasing and the other decreasing, has

the rank value of 2, while most other areas are 1. The region

between 1070 and 1084 cm−1 where a band is gradually

shifted along the spectral axis has much higher rank value of

at least 3 or greater. Durbin-Watson statistic is an excellent

diagnostic tool to determine the number of significant PCs,

especially for higher order PCs. 

This MWPCA-based detection of the peak shift, potential-

ly coupled with 2D correlation analysis to provide additional

verification, may offer an attractive solution. We can simply

remove the region of peak position shift from the modeling.

This might be the simplest approach for detection of peak

position shift. Therefore, MWPCA offers a very powerful

technique for interpreting highly complicated spectra. 
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